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CRYSTAL HP

Concentrated quality alcohol base cleaner with
anti-fog & anti-static agents. Leaves no streak
or film.

CHVIT 4x4 L.

SPIC AND SPAN®

All purpose disinfectant and window cleaner 3
in 1. Simplifies cleaning and eliminates waste
of time.

PG37530 Concentrate 2x3.78 L.
PG00639 Spray 8x945 ml.

WINDEX®

Institutional strength glass cleaner. Powerized
formula. Leaves no streak or film.

DR006722      Windex® 4 x 5 L.
DR807701      Trigger 12 x 765 ml.
DR90129 Aerosol 12 x 567 gr.
DR807695      Windex® 12x25 wipes

EASY PAKS®

Water soluble pre-measured neutral cleaner in
packets. Simple, controled and effective.

DR90653 2 cont./90 packets. (180)

M. CLEAN® FLOOR CLEANER

Dissolves and removes encrusted dirt. Leaves
no residue that tarnishes floors. Makes floors
shine and enables less frequent floor stripping.

PG02621 3x3.78 L.

NUTRAL

Neutral concentrated detergent pleasantly
scented, with excellent emulsifiers & penetra-
tion agents.Enhances tile gloss.

Peppermint                   Orange
CHNEUT 4x4 L.       CHNEUT-OR    4x4 L.
CHNEUT5 20 L.       CHNEUT5-OR  20 L.

CHEMICAL PRODUCTSNEUTRAL CLEANERS

GLASS CLEANER
With an exclusive formulation using
denatured alcohol and no ammonia,
this product cleans thoroughly, dries
quickly, requires no rinsing and
leaves a pleasant, fresh aroma.
SW51W 12X19 oz.

SPRAY NINE® GLASS CLEANER

Ideal for removing dirt, finger-
prints & smudges from glass and
metal. Dries quickly to prevent
unsightly streaking.

SN23319   12x539 gr. lemon scent

BON AMI®

Bon Ami® is concentrated foam
that adds extra cleaning power.
Bon Ami® outcleans ammonia and
leaves no streaks or film.

DR312634     12x560 gr. Aerosol

WINDEX® RTD
Institutional strength glass cleaner.
Powerized formula with ammonia.
Leaves no streak or film. Includes 2
empty spray bottles. Creates 14
ready to use bottles of windex.
DR4513567 1.5 L.
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EASY PAKS®

Water soluble pre-measured all purpose clean-
er in packets. Simple, controled and effective.

DR90651 2 cont./90 packets. (180)

M. CLEAN®

Dissolves and removes encrusted dirt. Leaves
no residue that tarnishes floors. Makes floors
shine and enables less frequent floor stripping.
PG0801 9x1.2 L.
PG27310 2x5 L.

ALL PURPOSE SPRAY NINE®

SN26824 12x700 ml.
SN26832 12x946 ml.
SN26804 4x4 L.
SN26820 20 L.

ALL PURPOSE SPIC AND SPAN®

Powder formula removes dirt and greasy soil
without stripping off  wax.

PG31973 12x765 gr.

PINE PLUS
Controlled foam cleaner, disinfectant and
deodorizer. Maximum concentration of  pine oil,
eliminating present bacteria and growth.

CHPIN 4x4 L.
CHPIN5 20 L.

PLEDGE®

Specialty cleaner for wood surfaces & floors. Cleans,
beautifies & restores wood to it’s original state.

DR9444O 4x3.78 L.
DR94956       6x946 ml.

LIQUID FLOOR SPIC AND SPAN®

Versatile multipurpose cleaner for floors, walls,
tables, food-contact surfaces, and restrooms.

PG02001 3x3.78 L.
PG02011 45x85 ml.

COMET® WITH BLEACH
Bleaches many tough stains, cuts tough grease.
Its liquid chlorine bleach ingredient provides a
wealth of well-known bleach benefits.

PG02291 3x3.78 L.
PG10909 8x945 ml.

PINE-SOL®

Pine-Sol contains real pine oil that cleans,
deodorizes and disinfects.
CL40294 12x828 ml.
CL40154 8x1.41 L.
CL40153 3x4.25 L.

SPIC AND SPAN® WITH BLEACH

Heavy-duty powdered floor and multisurface
cleaner with the well-known power of  chlorine
bleach.

PG02010 45x62 gr.

ALL PURPOSE SIMPLE GREEN®

Concentrated cleaner, degreaser and deodorizer.
Non-toxic and biodegradable.
SG13006 18.9 L.
SG13005 6x3.78 L.
SG13012 12x24 oz.
SG13351 6x75 towels

LESTOIL

Concentrated heavy duty cleaner that powers
through grease and stains.

CL25007 12x800 ml.
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LAVO-6® AND LAVO-12®

6% and 12% bleach. Cleans, disinfects, deodor-
izes & bleaches. Use for whitening & for disinfect-
ing potable water, septic tanks, pools etc.

CHJAV-6 6x3.6 L.   (6%)
CHJAV-12 6x3.6 L.   (12%)

JAVEX-5® AND JAVEX-12®

5% and 12% bleach. Cleans, disinfects, deodor-
izes & bleaches. Use for whitening & for disinfect-
ing potable water, septic tanks, pools etc.

CL360712      4x5 L.   (5%)
CL360607      4x5 L.   (12%)

DUOQUAT
Heavy duty, lemon scented disinfectant cleaner.
Also an excellent fungicide and mildewstat.
Designed specifically for hospitals, offices, hotels,
schools, food processing plants and other institu-
tions where housekeeping is of prime importance.
CHGERM 4x4 L.
CHGERM5 20 L.

CHEMICAL PRODUCTSDISINFECTANT CLEANERS

HERTEL® ALL PURPOSE

Cleans and shines all surfaces:
windows, cars, floors...
Biodegradable and non toxic.

CH08506 12x800 ml.
CH08501 4x4 L.
CH08499 12x800 ml. Perfume-free

HEAVY DUTY FLOOR CLEANER

Formulated to remove tough
grease and dirt on professional
kitchen floors. Dispensing pump
included.

PG08789      4x3.78 L.

LYSOL® 4 IN 1 CLEANER

All purpose cleaner that kills
99.9% of germs.
Removes dirt and cuts grease.
Fresh lemon scent.

RC78909       9x1.2 L.

CRAZY CLEAN®

Spray on and wipe off  to produce
clean, sparkling surfaces.

SW031W       12x19 oz.
SW985W       12x19 oz.  Orange

HERTEL® PLUS DISINFECTANT

Quickly cleans and disinfects all
surfaces where a more potent
cleaner is required.

CH08505 12x700 ml.
CH08504 4x4 L.

CLOROX® CLEAN-UP®

Cleaner with Bleach is a spray
cleaner that you can use through-
out your kitchen and bathroom to
quickly and effectively clean,
disinfect, and deodorize.

CL01168    12X700 ml.

DISINFECTANT SPRAY

Specially designed for use in
healthcare settings such as
hospitals, nursing homes, schools
and institutions.

SW015DIN    12X15.5 oz

GERMICIDAL SURFACE CLEANER

This foaming all purpose cleaner,
disinfects, deodorizes and cleans
all in one easy step. It cleans and
disinfects without scouring or
scratching surfaces.

SW866DIN      12x19 oz.
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SPIC AND SPAN®

All purpose disinfectant and window cleaner 3
in 1. Simplifies cleaning and eliminates waste
of time.

PG37530 Concentrate 2x3.78 L.
PG00639 Spray 8x945 ml.

FANTASTIK® DISINFECTANT

Reputable, ready to use all purpose cleaner.
For quick & easy removal of  dirt and stains.

DR133289     12x765 ml. orange
DR95008 12x650 ml.
DR483223     4x3.78 L.

LYSOL® DISINFECTANT

Ready to use disinfectant cleaner. Destroys
99.9% of germs in 30 seconds. Fresh orange
smell.

RC76607 12x650 ml. 4 in 1
RC75227 12x650 ml.
RC77663 4x4.2 L.

GLOBAL
Heavy duty biodegradable cleaner. High deter-
gent content formulation. Safe for all washable
surfaces. Excellent for removal of  grease, oil
and heavy soils from floors, walls and counter-
tops. Contains no caustics or harsh alkalis.
CHDEGR 4x4 L.
CHDEGR5 20 L.

CRYSTAL SIMPLE GREEN®

Industrial cleaner and degreaser. Non-toxic and
biodegradable.

SG19010 12x20 oz. aerosol
SG19024 12x24 oz. trigger
SG19128 6x3.78 L.
SG19005 18.9 L.

GREZ-OFF®

This heavy-duty answer to heavy-duty grease
and grime leaves engines, machinery, asphalt,
garage floors and more whistle clean.

SN12532 12x946 ml.
SN12501 6x3.78 L.
SN12520 20 L.

SOLVANT-FREE DEGREASERSCHEMICAL PRODUCTS

ALL PURPOSE SPRAY NINE®

SN26824 12x700 ml.
SN26832 12x946 ml.
SN26804 4x4 L.
SN26820 20 L.

LYSOL® WIPES

Tear resistant cushioned wypes. Kills 99.9% of
bacteria in 30
seconds.

RC75552 Citrus 12x35
RC75553 Spring waterfall 12x35

CLOROX® WIPES

Pre-moistened disinfecting wipes that kill
99.9% of germs including viruses that cause
colds and flu.

CL01602      12X35 wipes   Fresh
CL01603      12X35 wipes   Lemon
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DAWN® DEGREASER

Solvent-based degreaser for the full-strength
cleaning of extra-tough greasy buildups. Can
be used on food contact surfaces.

PG04853 5x1.90 L.

SOLVX
Ideal for floors, walls, machinery and surfaces
such as metal, plastic, vinyl, porcelaine, ceramic,
enamel, concrete, etc. Effectively removes
grease, oil, soot, smoke, wax, adhesive, crayon
marks and certain inks and dyes.
CHSOLV 4x4 L.
CHSOLV5 20 L.

CITRICO
Biodegradable citrus degreaser with a natural
citrus scent. Provides superior cleaning and
easy rinsing. Rapidly dissolves and removes
the toughest grease, soils, ink marks and
other stains from all washable surfaces.
CHCITR 4x4 L.
CHCITR5 20 L.

CHEMICAL PRODUCTSFURNITURE POLISH

PLEDGE®

Polishes, protects & cleans furni-
ture & wood. Leaves a beautiful
shine & a clean lemon scented
finish.

DR94430 6x510 gr. Aerosol

OLD ENGLISH®

Cleans marks and eliminates dust.
Leaves all wood surfaces with a
deep shine. Fresh lemon scent.

RC74837 12x350 gr. Aerosol

POLISH / DUST UP

An emulsion polish formulation
that dusts and cleans in one easy
application and Dust Up controls
dust on any surface.

SW811W 12X19 oz. Polish
SW875W 12X14 oz. Dust Up

DUSTER PLUS®

Cleaner & duster. Acts like a
magnet with dust & cleans oily
aqueous smudges.

DR94752 6x482gr. Aerosol

INDUSTRIAL DEGREASER
The solution for industrial cleaning jobs, cuts
through grease, grime, adhesives, lubricants, ink,
carbon based soils, light rust and more.

SN13532 12x946 ml. trigger
SN13501 6x3.78 L.
SN13520 20 L.

ORANGE LIGHTNINGTM

Contains pure orange oil for a citrus fresh scent.
Ideal for automotive tasks and workshop surfaces.

SN47832 12 x 946 ml. trigger

EASY PAKS®

Cleaner-degreaser in pre-measured water solu-
ble packets. Control the power as per the need.

DR90682 2 cont./36 packets (72)
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SPRAY NINE® GLASS CLEANER

Ideal for removing dirt, fingerprints & smudges
from glass and metal. Dries quickly to prevent
unsightly streaking.

SN23319 12x539 gr. lemon scent

STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER
Cleans, polishes and protects surfaces without
hard rubbing or an oily residue. With a blend of
cleaning solvents, detergents and fine oils, this
product performs a superior cleaning job on your
stainless steel.

SW841W 12X15 oz.

TWINKLE

Removes greasy soils from stainless steel and
preserves and protects against surface dirt
and watermarks without leaving an oily film.

DR91224 Twinkle 12x17 oz.

EASY PAKS®

Enzyme base cleaner and deodorizer for urinals
and toilet bowls. Powder form in water soluble
packets to clean in total security.

DR90652 2 cont./90 packets (180)

LYSOL® BOWL CLEANER

Thick formula that cleans, disinfects and deodorizes.
Coating action above and below the waterline
provides extended contact time. Dissolves tough
rust stains and mineral deposits, but will not harm
plumbing or septic systems.

RC50814 12x946 ml.

TILEX® TOILET BOWL CLEANER

Tilex® Toilet Bowl Cleaner with Bleach coats
your toilet bowl to dissolve dirt and grime for
a deep-down clean.

CL14898 12x709 ml.

BATHROOM CLEANERSCHEMICAL PRODUCTS

3M® STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER

Creamy cleaner & polisher for stainless steel &
aluminium.

3M11191 6x946 ml. Liquid
3M10146 6x21.5 oz. Aerosol

CAMEO®

Anti-tarnish cleaner for stainless steel, copper,
brass and aluminium. Polishes and brings back
shine on tarnished objects.

CHCAMEO 12x325 gr.

BRASSO® AND SILVO®

Liquid cleaner and polisher. Eliminates tarnish
and protects without scratching.

RC00049 8x142 ml.  Brasso® for brass
RC00050 8x142 ml.  Silvo® for silver
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LYSOL® BATHROOM CLEANER

Removes tough soap scum and bathroom
grime. Kills 99.9% of germs in 30 seconds.
Contains no abrasives or bleach.

RC76343 12x680 gr.    Summer fresh

TUB ’N TILE

2 products in 1, general bathroom cleaner and
calcium / lime / rust remover.

SN27532 12x950 ml.

TILEX®

Quality products that removes mildew, mold and
soap scum.

CL12438 9x946 ml.    Mildew remover
CL01152 9x946 ml.    Soap scum remover

DRANO®

Formulated thick to dissolve the toughest clogs
fast. Won't harm pipes when used overnight.

DR207242      6x1.8 L.

LYSOL® BATHROOM CLEANER
Disinfects the toilet bowl as it cleans. Dissolves
tough rust stains and mineral deposits on con-
tact. Kills germs such as Salmonella and E. coli.

RC34092 12x710 ml.

OLD DUTCH®

Powdered chlorined scouring cleaner with fine
abrasive. For sinks, porcelain, copper, ceramic
etc.

CHREC-P 24x400 gr.

TILEX® FRESH SHOWER®

Spray a light mist after you shower. No need to
rinse, wipe or scrub. Leaves no dull residue.
Prevents Mildew Stains.

CL12440 9x946 ml.

LIQUID-PLUMR®

Liquid-Plumr® starts working immediately. Safe
on pipes and septic systems.

CL01803 9x909 ml.  
CL01811 9x900 ml.    Professional

COMET® POWDER

Powdered chlorined scouring cleaner with fine
abrasive. For sinks, porcelain, ceramic, tubs,
stainless steel etc.

PG81393 24x400 gr.

LYSOL® BATHROOM CLEANER
Disinfects the toilet bowl as it cleans. Brightens
and removes stains Will not harm plumbing or
septic systems.

RC34062 12x710 ml. with bleach

COMET® BATHROOM CLEANER
Dissolves tough soap scum and hard-water
stains. A patented, non-abrasive, full-strength
spray cleaner for common restroom surfaces.
PG35023 3x3.78 L.
PG35021 8x945 ml.

SANI-FLUSH®

Safe for plumbing & septic tanks. Cleans and
deodorizes everytime you flush.

RC00325      12x341 ml. liquid
RC00314      12x1.4 kg. powder
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VIM®

Scouring cleaner in lotion form. Clings to
vertical surfaces & contains no harsh abrasives.
Easily removes soap scum & water spots.

DR2979865     12x1 L.

LIME-A-WAY®

Lime, calcium and rust stain remover. New
thicker formula, clings to surfaces longer.

RC76321     9x828 ml.

GRIL-PRO

Concentrated high quality cleaner. Quickly dis-
solves carbon, grease & baked on food. For
ovens, grills & fryers.

CHGRIL 4x4 L.

FANTASTIK® DISINFECTANT
Reputable, ready to use all purpose cleaner.
For quick & easy removal of  dirt and stains.
DR133289     12x765 ml. orange
DR95008 12x650 ml.
DR483223     4x3.78 L.

EASY OFF®

RC00394 12x400 gr.   Fume free
RC00392 6x600 gr.   Heavy duty
RC00404 12x475 ml.   Trigger
RC00400 12x400 gr.   Heavy duty

LYSOL® KITCHEN CLEANER

Potent anti-bacterial cleaner for use in all food
service operations. Penetrates tough kitchen
grease.

RC50305 12x650 ml.

SUNLIGHT® GRILL

A highly alkaline, concentrated oven and grill
cleaner formulated to penetrate and remove
baked on soils within minutes.

DR2979591       12x890 ml.

MR.MUSCLE®

Cleans baked on foods & dissolves grease on
contact. For ovens, grills & stainless steel.

DR91206 6x539 gr. Aerosol
DR91208 6x946 ml. Trigger

MR. CLEAN® MAGIC ERASERTM

Magic EraserTM penetrates surface grooves to
remove trapped dirt and grime. Wipe out things
such as crayon marks and soap scum.
PG16449 30 magic erasers in bulk

MR. CLEAN® MAGIC ERASERTM

Magic EraserTM penetrates surface grooves to
remove trapped dirt and grime. Wipe out things
such as crayon marks and soap scum.
PG01495 6x4 magic erasers

GRILL AND OVEN CLEANER

This heavy-duty formulation works on grease,
baked on foods and other cooking soils for
daytime application or overnight cleaning.

SW826W 12X18 oz.

DAWN® POWER DISSOLVER
Foam cleaner that removes burnt-on, baked-on
food and grease. With repeated use, helps keep
cookware and dishes looking like new again.

PG01983 6x945 ml.
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LEVER 2000®

Liquid antibacterial soap. Non-irritating formula
that provides all day antibacterial activity.

DR2980196      4x3.78 L.
DR2979662      12x420 ml.
DR3025684      6x800 ml.

GLOBAL CLEANMC

All Global CleanTM soap refills feature ready-to-
use, hermetically sealed pouches with a built-in
drip-proof valve. Refills are easy-loading, leak-
free and clog-free.
HG80001 White dispenser
HG80801 Pink soap 12x800 ml.
HG80810       Sanitizing gel 12x800 ml. 

SAFEGUARD®

A thick, luxurious hand soap with a fresh scent.
Contains a moisturizing ingredient to help fight
dry skin.

PG78539       2x3.78 L.

SAVO

Pink hand & dish soap. Effective & economical.
Produces an abundant foam. Biodegradable &
phosphate free.

CHROSE 4x4 L.

CORELLA

Lightly perfumed lotion soap with lanolin &
glycerin. Leaves hands, body & hair soft and
clean. Produces a rich & creamy lather.

CHCOR 4x4 L.

BIO-PERLE

Antibacterial lotion soap for hands, body and
hair. Top quality, cosmetic grade and pearlized.
Antiseptic soap for both skin and hair.

CHBIO 4x4 L.
CHBIO5 20 L.

LUX®

Pure beauty soap formulated to leave skin
feeling clean and fresh. Offers a good quality /
price value.

DR2979831      18 pk./ 4x90 gr.
DR2979857 500x28.4 gr.

IVORY®

99 44% pure floating soap contains no heavy
perfumes, creams, or dyes.

PG30467       12x (10x90 gr.)

ZEST®

Rich hydrating lather with Vitamin E leaves you
feeling refreshed and hydrated.

PG03723       12x (6x90 gr.)

CHEMICAL PRODUCTSHAND SOAPS
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SUNLIGHT®

Concentrated pot and pan dishwashing liquid.
Highly active and high foaming.

DR2979486   90x88.7 ml.
DR2979515     9x1.24 L.
DR2979531     4x3.78 L.

SUNLIGHT®

Phosphate free dishwashing liquid. Institutional
formula cuts throught the toughest grease and
baked on foods.

DR2979769   2x6 L.

IVORY®

Dishwashing liquid that cuts through grease to
bring your dishes to their incredible best.

PG11094       10x888 ml.

DOVE®

Moisturizing liquid soap. Clinically proven to be
milder to skin. Recommended by dermatolo-
gists.

DR2979401       4x3.78 L.

MECANO

Premium lotion hand cleaner with mild cleaning
scrubbers. An innovative design incorporating
a pure, 100% natural emulsion.

CHMECA1 4x3.6 L. (4 pumps included)

DERMAGEL

Heavy duty waterless hand cleaner with mild
cleaning scubbers. Enriched with lanolin and
other organic moisturizers.

CHDERM3 6x3.3 L.
CHDERM5 20 L.

SAVO

Pink hand & dish soap. Effective & economical.
Produces an abundant foam. Biodegradable &
phosphate free.

CHROSE 4x4 L.
CHROSE5 20 L.

LIMEX

High performance quality green dishwashing
detergent. High foaming & mild. Pleasant
lemon-lime scent.

CHVAIS 4x4 L.
CHVAIS5 20 L.

JIFFY®

Manual dishwashing liquid for glasses, plates,
pots & pans and more.

DR2979427      4x3.78 L.

MANUAL DISHWASHINGCHEMICAL PRODUCTS
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MAXX DET-5 AND KLEAR CRYSTAL

Concentrated non-chlorinated liquid detergent.
Formulated for tough jobs & hard water. Can
be used with hot or cold water.

CHDET-LVA4   4x4 L.       CHRCE-LVA4   4x4 L.
CHDET-LVA5   20 L.        CHRCE-LVA5   20 L.

SUNLIGHT®

Chlorinated machine dishwashing powder.
Highly alkaline with built-in sheeting action this
detergent eliminates stains of  all sorts.

DR2979478     2x10 kg.
DR2979558     100x42.5 gr.

ALL®

Chlorinated machine dishwashing powder.
Highly alkaline with built-in sheeting action this
detergent eliminates stains of  all sorts.

DR2979241     2x10 kg.

CASCADE®

Formulated for undercounter dishwashers and
cabinet-type automatic utensil washers.

PG34953      Powder 6x2.4 kg.  professional

CASCADE®

Formulated for undercounter dishwashers and
cabinet-type automatic utensil washers.

PG44868      Powder 6x2.83 kg.
PG34035      Powder 8x1.69 kg.

CASCADE® LIQUID

Formulated for undercounter dishwashers and
cabinet-type automatic utensil washers.

PG31683      Gel 4x3.33 L.

DAWN®

Cuts the tough grease others can leave behind.
Optimal blend of five different surfactants pro-
vides the power to cut and emulsify grease.

PG02613     3x3.78 L.
PG45112     8x1.12 L.

DAWN® PLUS

Dawn® Plus with Power ScrubbersTM is a powerful
formula that cleans tough, stuck-on food messes
with ease. And you’ll still find the same grease-
fighting power you’ve come to trust with Dawn.

PG11047 10x650 ml.

JOY®

Designed to be mild. High surfactant level pro-
ducing a rich layer of  suds and high suds
mileage.

PG02302     3x3.78 L.

CHEMICAL PRODUCTSMACHINE DISHWASHING
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LIQUID TIDE®

Deep Clean formula. Penetrates every layer of
a stain to help break it down and lift it away.
PG01375     2x5.9 L. with spout
PG03849     4x2.95 L. Cold water
PG03845     4x2.95 L. Tide Free
PG03364     2x4.43 L. Tide H.E. with spout

TIDE® INSTITUTIONAL

Economical and versatile powdered cleaner. Cleans
floors, walls, pots and pans, and laundry. Non
phosphate. Can be used with chlorine bleach.

PG01885      16.3 kg.

CREST-LO®

Value performance low suds detergent formu-
lated to remove institutional dirt and oily
stains. Good quality / price value.

DR3009351      15 kg.

WISK®

A premium liquid detergent formulated to
remove tough institutional dirt and oily stains.
Optimum performance.

DR2979911        2x7.57 L.

SUNLIGHT®

A premium medium suds detergent formulated
to remove tough institutional dirt and oily
stains. Optimum performance.

DR2979734      15 kg.

CYCLONE 20/20®

Value bulk packed low suds detergent formulat-
ed to remove institutional dirt and oily stains.

DR3009369      20 kg.

BOUNCE®

Helps reduce static cling on garments as they
come out of  the dryer and as they are worn.

PG42086     6X250 sheets

ALL®

A premium low suds detergent formulated to
remove tough institutional dirt and oily stains.
Optimum performance.
DR3009342      15 kg.
DR2979232      7.71 kg. pail

TIDE® OXY

ULTRA Tide® is an overcharged powder detergent
and is very effective on many tough stains.

PG04000      1x8 kg. 140 use, Oxy

CITRO

Low suds powder laundry detergent for auto-
matic washers(hot or cold water). Concentrated
high quality, phosphate free formulation.

CHLESS-15    30 lbs. pail

SNUGGLE®

Convenient to use dryer sheets that provides
cuddle-up freshness and prevents static build-up.

DR2979902     4x200 sheets
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TIDE ULTRA®

ULTRA Tide® is an overcharged powder detergent
and is very effective on many tough stains.

PG01664      2x4.9 kg. 90 use
PG02013      2x2.0 kg. 29 use, Cold water
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JAVEX-5® AND JAVEX-12®

5% and 12% bleach. Cleans, disinfects, deodor-
izes & bleaches. Use for whitening & for disinfect-
ing potable water, septic tanks, pools etc.

CL360712      4x5 L.   (5%)
CL360607      4x5 L.   (12%)

LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

Quality laundry products in compact size, spe-
cialy made to use with F660 dispenser.

PG01101 Tide® ultra 156x51 gr.
PG02664 Bounce® 156x2 sheets
PG02500 Downy® 156x25 ml.

LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

Quality laundry products in compact size, specialy made to use with dispensers.

DR2979267 All ultra® powder 100x55 gr.
DR2979697       Lever® powder with bleach 100x55 gr.
DR2979929       Snuggle® sheets 100x2 sheets
DR2979806       Sunlight® powder 100x55 gr.

CHEMICAL PRODUCTSCOIN VENDING PRODUCTS

AZURE

Powerful & very mild detergent of  superior
quality. Has an exquisite scent and can also be
used as a pre-soaking agent.

CHLING 4X4 L.

LAVO-6® AND LAVO-12®

6% and 12% bleach. Cleans, disinfects, deodor-
izes & bleaches. Use for whitening & for disinfect-
ing potable water, septic tanks, pools etc.

CHJAV-6 6x3.6 L.   (6%)
CHJAV-12 6x3.6 L.   (12%)

DOWNY®

Rinse-added fabric softener for
fluffy softness. Helps reduce stat-
ic cling.

PG10631       6x2.3 L.

SPRAY ‘N WASH®

Specially formulated with powerful
stain-fighting ingredients that pene-
trate, loosen and eliminate the
toughest stains like greasy foods,
grass, tomato sauce and more.
RC75442       12x650 ml.
RC10653       4x5 L.

SNUGGLE®

A concentrated liquid fabric soft-
ner that provides cuddle-up fresh-
ness and prevents static build-up.

DR2979953       2x7.5 L.

SHOUT®

Formulated with powerful stain-
fighting ingredients and enzymes
to quickly penetrate, break up,
and remove tough stains.

DR008077       12x650 ml.
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THERMOFLEX

Universal thermoplastic metal complexed floor
finish. Leaves a high quality anti-skid & anti-
static finish.

CHFINI4 Floor finish 4X4 L.
CHFINI5 Floor finish 20 L.

DECAPEX

High performance supercharged stripper.
Emulsifies all types of  floor finishes without
effort.

CHDECA4 Floor stripper 4X4 L.
CHDECA5 Floor stripper 20 L.

BASEBOARD STRIPPER

This heavy-duty foaming product is designed to
clean and remove excess dirt and floor finish
where floor machines cannot reach. Dirt and wax
build-up are quickly emulsified by chemical action
for easy removal, leaving a clean surface.

SW856W      12X19 oz.

FLOOR FINISHES / STRIPPERSCHEMICAL PRODUCTS

3M TROUBLE SHOOTER®

Penetrates & strips wax build ups on base-
boards & small floor
surfaces.

3M10144 12x23 oz.

EASY PAKS®

Rinse additive to neutralize and remove resid-
ual alcalinity after stripping.

DR90685 2 pk./90 packets 

FLOOR SCIENCE®

FLOOR SCIENCE® offers sophisticated SC
Johnson WaxTM technology in the most simplified
floor-care system available. Four products for-
mulated to work together perfectly.

DR98391 Floor finish 4x3.78 L.
DR98390 Floor finish 18.4 L.

CARPET SCIENCE®

Spotter for water & oil base stains and is a
cleaner for high traffic carpet lanes. Simply
spray on, scrub when needed and vaccum.

DR94350 6x946 ml.

PROSOLVE®

General purpose cleaner and spotter. Can be
used on specific tough stains or on high traffic
carpet areas.

RC41015 12x623 gr.

3M® STAIN REMOVER

Eliminates tough water & oil base stains from
all carpet surfaces without leaving a sticky
residue.

3M50003 4x19 oz.
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COBRA® FLY SYSTEM

The Vector® fly system is a low voltage unit that captures flying insects with its 3-15 watt UV-A bulbs.
Its translucent cover increases UV emissions and greatly improves catch. Operates silently no zap or
sizzle. Low voltage allows strategic placement.

DR93567 Cobra® fly system
DR93575 2 replacement bulbs
DR93583 15 adhesive boards

INDUSTRIAL SILICONE LUBRICANT
This spray-on lubricant and release agent
stops sticking and retards corrosion. The all
purpose silicone eliminates annoying metal
squeaks. It leaves no greasy or oily film and is
not affected by water, or oil. Heat stable for-
mula will not freeze or melt.
SW077W      12X12 oz.

CHEWING GUM REMOVER

Easily removes chewing gum, candle wax, putty
and other gummy substances. This product
freezes the substance so it can easily be cracked
off fast.

SW813W      12X6.5 oz.

CHEMICAL PRODUCTSSPECIALIZED PRODUCTS

GEL VANDAL MARK REMOVER

Special blend of solvents easily removes crayon,
pencil, ink, spray paint and lipstick from different
types of surfaces. Spray directly on marked or
stained surfaces, let stand, then wipe or rinse off.

SW880W       12X18 oz.

RAID® ANT AND ROACH KILLER

Kills on contact with no lingering chemical odor
and will keep killing bugs for up to four weeks.

DR17253 12x350 gr.

RAID® DUAL ACTION
Kills flies, mosquitoes, gnats, and other flying
insects as they fly through the mist, so there is
no need to spray them directly. Plus, it has a
clean, pleasant scent.
DR810762 12x350 gr.

RAID® WASP AND HORNET KILLER

Kills wasps, hornets, and yellow jackets instantly. It
also kills wasps with residual action, so you're killing
wasps that may return to the nest.

DR17765 12x350 gr.

DEEP WOODS OFF!®

Provides up to six hours of protection from mos-
quitoes, flies, ticks, chiggers and fleas. Unscented
and not greasy. Resists perspiration.

DR719447 12x230 gr.
DR18533         12x100 ml.
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CITRICO

High performance citrus cleaner-degreaser.
Unique formulation of  natural solvents.
Biodegradable & ecologically safe.

CHCITR 4x4 L.
CHCITR5 20 L.

ARMOR ALL®

The easy way to clean, protect and shine rubber,
vinyl and plastic surfaces. Restores shine and
enhances colour making it ideal for use on dash-
boards, bumpers, window trims and door panels.

CL78021 12x473 ml.
CL11300 12x300 ml.

ARMOR ALL® MULTI-PURPOSE

Multi-Purpose Cleaner on the inside of your car
to clean floor mats, carpet, dashboards, door
panels and vinyl and fabric seats. It is also ideal
to use on the outside of your car for cleaning
bumpers, grills and engine surfaces. 

CL78172 12x600 ml.

3M SCOTCHGARD®

Protects fabric fibers enabling
them to be resistant to water,
stains & dirt. Safe & reliable.

3M50006 6x283 gr.

3M #76®

Hi-tack adhesive that resists high
temperature, for vinyl & other sur-
faces.

3M76 12x24 oz.

3M #77®

All purpose adhesive with high
coverage for light to medium duty
work.

3M77 12x24 oz.

3M #90®

High strength adhesive, offers
high performance and high adher-
ence, dries in 1 minute.

3M90 12x24 oz.

AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTSCHEMICAL PRODUCTS

ARMOR ALL® WIPES
The quick and easy way to clean, shine, protect
and clean your plastic and vinyl. The wipes are
specially formulated to quickly deliver protec-
tion from UV damage, without leaving a greasy
residue on your hands.
CL10859 6x25 protectant wipes
CL10925 6x25 cleaning wipes

ARMOR ALL® CAR WASH
Armor All® Car Wash is specially formulated to clean
away dirt, grime and road film from exterior paint
surfaces of your car. Mixing to a rich, foaming lather,
it rinses clean even in cold water, leaving your car
with a beautiful streak free shine.
CL25102 4x1.89 L.
CL25101 6x715 ml.

ARMOR ALL® WHEEL & TIRE
With 50% more gloss enhancers than our original
formula, delivers a rich deep black look, plus even
more shine. You can see it working, as the intense
foaming action powers through tough dirt and
grime, leaving a smooth, high-gloss shine.

CL78173 12x567  gr.
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GREEN WORKSTM DILUTABLE CLEANER
Made with biodegradable plant and mineral-based
ingredients. It cuts through grease, grime and dirt
and is safe on surfaces from the kitchen to the
bathroom.
CL01066        12X828 ml.

GREEN WORKSTM TOILET BOWL CLEANER

A healthy bathroom starts with a healthy bath-
room cleaner. Our natural toilet bowl cleaner helps
scrub away rust, mineral deposits and hard water.

CL01065        12X709 ml.

HERTEL® PLUS DISINFECTANT
Quickly cleans and disinfects all surfaces
where a more potent cleaner is required.
CH08505 12x700 ml.
CH08504 4x4 L.

GREEN WORKSTM ALL PURPOSE CLEANER
From your kitchen to your bathroom, our natural
all-purpose cleaner cuts grease, grime and dirt as
well as traditional cleaners. And since it's 99%
natural, it's better for the environment too.
CL01064        12X946 ml.

GREEN WORKSTM BATHROOM CLEANER
The plant and mineral-based ingredients
(biodegradable, by the way) cut through soap
scum, hard water and rust leaving your bath-
room naturally clean.
CL01068        12X709 ml.

HERTEL® ALL PURPOSE
Cleans and shines all surfaces: windows, cars,
floors... Biodegradable and non toxic.
CH08506 12x800 ml.
CH08501 4x4 L.
CH08499 Perfume-free 12x800 ml.

GREEN WORKSTM GLASS & SURFACE CLEANER
Our natural glass & surface cleaner is the natural
way to get a streak-free clean. The biodegradable
plant and mineral-based ingredients work as well as
traditional cleaners to cut through filmy residue.
CL01067        12X946 ml.

GREEN WORKSTM DISHWASHING LIQUID
The plant and mineral-based ingredients
(biodegradable, by the way) leaves your dish-
es sparkling clean.
CL01123        Original 12X650 ml.
CL01127        Free and clear 12X650 ml.

HERTEL® BATHROOM CLEANER

Effectively penetrates dirt and stains on shower
walls and doors, tubs, sinks, grout and tiles.

CH08577 12x700 ml.

CRYSTAL SIMPLE GREEN®

Industrial cleaner and degreaser.
Non-toxic and biodegradable.

SG19024 12x24 oz. trigger
SG19128 6x3.78 L.

ALL PURPOSE SIMPLE GREEN®

Concentrated cleaner, degreaser
and deodorizer. Non-toxic and
biodegradable.

SG13012 12x24 oz.
SG13005 6x3.78 L.

STONE CLEANER AND POLISH
Stone products are two products
that have been formulated to work
as a team to keep surfaces clean
and looking like new.
SG18407 12x946 ml. Cleaner
SG18408 12x946 ml. Polish

STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER AND
POLISH

Perfect for cleaning and maintain-
ing high-end, chrome and stain-
less steel appliances and surfaces
found in modern kitchens.

SG18300 12x946 ml. trigger




